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>> JULIE BEELER:  Hi everybody, I'm Julie Beeler.  I have a microphone on, I'm not sure it's working, I hear the back row saying no.  You tested this, right?
>> Yes. 
>> JULIE BEELER:  Did you have it like right there?  Now anybody who knows me knows that I like to talk with my hands.  This should be interesting.  Okay.  Again, I'm you'll by Beeler, I am a audiologist with the EHDI program in Tennessee and in have a team here with me as well, I have Susie McCamy with the deaf education program, I've got Claudia Weber who works for Tennessee Early Intervention System who does our newborn hearing follow‑up.  Thank you all for coming today.  We're going to talk about how we utilized our regional task force meetings to teach our QI strategies to our stakeholders.  So just to the give a little bit of back story on how we landed at this idea of hosting regional meetings, from '97 to 2013, we had statewide stakeholder meetings and so a couple of times a year we would invite stakeholders to Nashville which is very centrally located in Tennessee for a meeting.  And we did that for some years, and then in 2012/2013, we participated in the niche quality assessment collaborative so I don't think I need to go into an explanation of what the niche Q collaborative is but that's when our team participated in it, we were the last group to go through that collaborative and got some wonderful ideas about QI strategies and then coincidently, the very next year when the HERSA guidance came out guess what the push was?  The push was to use QI strategies in partnership with stakeholders to reduce loss to follow up and loss to documentation so the timing was really right for Tennessee to think about unique ways to do this and the way that we decided to do it as a team was to host Tennessee regional stakeholder meetings.  Oh, that was great!  Thank you.
Okay.  Now I might not have to hold it.  How's that?  Is that good?  What do you think?  Oh, I'm still getting people saying turn it up, turn it up, I usually don't have a problem with having a loud enough voice.  Jacque laughs.  I will just hold it.  Okay.  How they were?  Better?  Great!  See now we know why you sat in the back, Dr. Gaylord, thanks stop what we did in 2014 is we took a new approach to having these stakeholder meetings and we had meetings in 6 regions of the state, and so you can kind of see how we defined ourselves as being a regional task force at that point we were bringing a group of stakeholders from specific regions of Tennessee together versus in the past what we did was we are brought those stakeholders from all across Tennessee to gather in a room to discuss what it was that we were going to shoot for in terms of improving the EHDI service that we delivered.
So here's kind of a summary of what our regional task force meetings looked like, you can see this we had them in 6 regions as I mentioned before, we hosted them between January and August.  The facilitators of the meeting were myself and the three love I will ladies that are sitting to my left here.  We were facilitators at that meeting each time that we had it, so there was a lot of consistency there.  And you can see probably if you put on your glasses that are for distance reading the different stakeholder in attendance but really what wanted to illustrate by listing everyone is the variety of people that we had at our meetings.  And that was really a goal that we were shooting for is to really increase our numbers of people that were in attendance at that meetings and we did a pretty good job of that.
Okay.  Now that I've got my directions straight here, I think some of the ones that I do want to mention that were unique that we had not ever lad attending a statewide stakeholder meeting were attendants from people like home visitors we really hadn't had an opportunity to engage with many home visitors in the past, we obviously had some of the more ‑‑ the people that you would expect, more likely to be there, there were university faculty people there, contract screeners new was a group that we now that was a group that we had coming to our meetings in great masses at times we were really believed with the opportunity to engage with some of those contract screening companies and their representatives on a more regional level in these meetings as well.
Okay.  So what were some of our goals?  Obviously we just wanted an opportunity to increase the number of stakeholders who were participating in this meeting and as I mentioned before, when we lad our statewide stakeholder meetings, folks were having to drive sometimes to the central part of our state which is Nashville.  Well, if you've ever been in Tennessee and you've drink driven from tip to tip, it might take you 7 and a half or 8 hours to get from tip to tip so when we were having our stakeholder meetings, really there were some people who were having to drive quite the distance and it was putting ‑‑ it was putting somewhat of a burden on them if they were having to ask off that of time from work so by having these meetings regionally, we felt that we were increasing the opportunity for someone to do this and in incorporate it into their week a little bit easier because there wouldn't be as much of a drive time.  We wanted an opportunity to reinforce the good work that is occurring in each of our regions, and so we felt like if increased the opportunities for people to attend and we had more people in the room then we would praise the work that they were doing.
The other thing obviously that was a goal for us is we wanted to identify those EHDI‑specific needs for each region.  We felt like that we didn't have as much intimate knowledge about what might be going on in the western part of our state versus the north western part versus the northeastern part and I think you get where I'm going.  We really wanted to give people the opportunity to identify the needs specific to their region.  We wanted an opportunity to teach quality improvement strategies to stakeholders, our federal partners were telling us to do this.  We really want add opportunity to have stakeholders actively involved in the development and implementation of work plans, okay, so what better way of doing it than engaging them in groups where they're feeling like that the work explain going to have an impact on the work they do in their region.
And then all goal that we had was to ‑‑ another goal that we had was not to just have one face‑to‑face meeting a year but to follow the face‑to‑face meeting with three subsequent telephone conferences and so we are giving ‑‑ by doing we are giving people an opportunity to share updates for those plans that they developed in those face‑to‑face meetings and it offered a forum for continuous discourse among the people who had not only set in the room together in the face‑to‑face meeting but anybody knew who wanted to join those calls could do that.
Okay.  So did we meet some of those goals?  If you look to the far right‑hand side of this chart you will see what our average attendance was, our average attendance to the state stakeholder meetings in years past was around 24 people.  Okay?  But if you look at the attendants of the 6 regional meetings that we had, you can see that we really did reach our goal we were able to partner with and engage with a large number of participants over the two name we met together, a total of 144 participants and I've been working with Amanda Norton from NCHAM and we worked with her original Lynn the niche Q initiative and she reviewed my slides and she said well, you could put in there that you achieved an increase of 467% improvement on your attendance at these stakeholders and why I don't put that in there, that is truly something to celebrate.
I know this is a busy slide but please forgive me that it is but let's pay attention to the white portion of it first.  What I want to share with you is just an idea of what our agenda at each of these meetings looked like and I do want to remind you that the agenda was the ‑‑ pretty much was the same from meeting to meeting.  So in the morning what we wanted to do is really set then to for the day we wanted to impress upon the group that they are indeed a of EHDI providers soon we hoped that that would kind of carry through and that tone would carry through throughout the rest of the day so that we had people that were really willing to work together as a.  And we also did some quick introductions and I asked the groups very consistently, I said it's going to be a much more productive meeting today if we understand who is sitting in the room.  And also what their role truly is in EHDI and so I asked everybody to make sure they shared when they introduced themselves did they live there and breathe it, okay, each and every day when they come to work or do they dabble in it?  And so invariably in every meeting we had a mix of both.  And so what I felt like and we as a team experienced is that people had a better understanding of what everybody was bringing to the table and their act to partner together if up front they understood oh, okay, you live it and breathe it, but I'm getting ready to partner a work plan with somebody that just dabble the in it, okay?  So there was a better understanding of everybody and kind of what role they had in EHDI immediately.  We did take some time, very quickly, to share current EHDI today, and then we highlighted some ‑‑ EHDI today and then we highlighted some concerns of loss to follow up and documentation and we were not shy saying one of the big things that brought us to this place today was this federal push and us being encouraged from our federal partners to make very, very sure that we are partnering with our stakeholders in different ways, and that we're trying to focus on lost to documentation and lost to follow up and we're incorporating that QI methodology into that we were very intentional in sharing that information.
And then we issued challenge to participants we said okay, now who is ready?  Who will participate in work plans targeting improvement?  You know we had a really different look from one meeting to the other and I will never forget our meeting in middle Tennessee where literally we had people going yeah, we're ready to do that and I was like wow, you all go, it was great.
The next thing that we did that was a little bit of a challenge and I'm going to touch on that in this side‑bar piece that I have in just a moment, is we took some time to teach this whole PDSA approach to QI.  Well, those of you all who are sit aging in the room ‑‑ sitting in the room who participated in any component of the collaborative remember that the collaborative took snug do you all remember?  15 months, right?  And so in a portion of one day, we were challenged to kind of teach what we all worked on for 15 months to people so that later on that day, they could apply that knowledge and develop PDSA work plans and so we are a little challenged to do that and we got better at it as we went along.  And so the other thing, too, that away key for us to do ‑‑ that was key for us to do is every education that we had, every meeting, we ‑‑ every session that we had, every meeting we remained in the facility to eat and I know that sounds like something tiny but it wasn't, and it was very intentional that we did that and sometimes we had to really negotiate because we were in a facility that we couldn't just walk down the hall and go to the cafeteria, okay, so we had to get a little creative to do that, but I told people very, very specifically the reason we're doing that is I want you to look around the room, I want you to find somebody that you don't know and eat lunch with them.  Or if we've talked about something or somebody's raised a question that you want to spend the next hour over lunch talking more about that, let's do that.  Okay?  So we are very intentional about that.
The afternoon time of sharing from stakeholders, so this is where we really gave everybody in the room a chance to say hey, here is what is specifically going on in our region that is troubling us.  Very, very specific to the region.  So we identified those areas of needs and then we proposed solutions to address those areas of need to the it's that classic QI method along that we were taught in niche Q, okay, so this is what we wanted to, do, we wanted people to brainstorm, but we wanted them to brainstorm ideas based on the areas of need that were real in their community.
And then we had breakout sessions and those breakout sessions were facilitated by the four of us.  And we developed work plans around those areas of needs and proposed solutions.  And we had people be very, very accountable because they had to turn their work plans in at the end of the day, okay?
Now, the little side‑bar, let me talk about this.  It really was a significant challenge to figure out how to teach this whole idea of quality improvement that we as ‑‑ quality improvement that we as programs spent 15 months doing in about an hour, okay, so the way that I did it is I used a soup recipe as a real fun illustration, it was a recipe, it was a really story, too, so didn't make it up, okay?  It was a real story.  I had a soup recipe that I wanted to make, it took me forever to make it the first time.  Okay?  It said it was supposed to take 20 minutes, it took well over that, it was very frustrating but it made a delicious pot of soup, okay?  So I implemented change strategies in subsequent times when I was making the recipe to try to reduce the amount of time I spent preparing for that soup soon we use this fun illustration and we change ‑‑ we shared the change strategies and then we shared the recipe with everybody so that everybody across the state of Tennessee that attended a regional meeting in 2014 was making ham, bean and potato soup using the same change strategies.  So we had a lot of fun with that and that was the way that we addressed that challenge.
Okay.  Just some notes from our face to face meetings we really did have people arrive with the mind set that this was going to be a meeting time that was interactive, it was really going to be different from other stakeholder meetings that they had attended in the past.  Now in the past, I thought we did a pretty darn good job of running our state stakeholder meetings, but we had never really done anything where we were developing work plans, where we were making people really accountable for plans they were putting into place.  Okay?  So it was different, and so our save the dates and the invitations all went out with some language that said hey, you're going to be working in this meeting.  You know, be ready to work when you show up.
The other thing I want to impress upon you guys is how important it was for us to incorporate parents into these meetings and they had a active and key role in all of the meetings.  So we have a very energetic Hands & Voices group and we had representation from those parents and that group, they were great, they always ‑‑ and some of them had also participated in that niche Q experience they had lots to add to each of those meetings.  The one thing I want to say is yes, you can teach the PDSA approach in one hour, okay like I said we got better at doing it over time, but it can be done.
The other keynote that I want to share is that having this same core team leaders at every single meeting was absolutely key.  Okay?  We were all also on the follow‑up calls, okay, and so what I think that really helped with was that we were really encouraging people to team.  Well, by giving the ‑‑ giving the example of teaming, I really think that we impressed the importance of in order to get work done in this community of providers, it takes teaming and let us show you how we can team together, so our presence was very consistent throughout not just the meetings but also those follow‑up calls they heard the same voices they saw the same faces every time.
The other thing that we make sure we did was that we personalized the master PowerPoint for each region, okay, so when we shared data, we shared that was not only national data, it was also spoke to Tennessee and specific to that region, so very confidentially, we would share information about each of the hospitals, their loss to follow‑up rates for those regions we found other ways to personalize it as well, but I think that was very key in doing.  And do not fear the challenge, okay, of getting in front of a group of people who you know they came knowing it was time to work, so don't be afraid to challenge them to do that.
The side‑bar here, although you may not be able to read it, I do want to let you guys know we do get the question about how much it cost to host these meetings and because we had such strong partnerships and such willing partners to host the meetings for our program, we paid nothing, it was an in‑kind support that we received.  Really, the only cost that was involved for us because everybody when they ate paid for their own meal, we didn't serve any fancy snacks, okay, so there was really no cost in that, was some travel, the cost was really the travel for us to go to the meetings but if you'll notice, we're from Knoxville, Susie and I and Jacque and Claudia are from Nashville and so at a couple of meetings we didn't have to travel at all, not the whole team at least, okay and then we got some very general us in‑kind support from our part C agency in supplying ‑‑ oh, see, now I had a problem because I talk generous part from part C, so from the EHDI program we didn't have to spend any money that was also an in‑kind gift.
Okay.  So here's our challenge.  Does that look snap do you remember the guidance okay.  Basically we shared that with all of our stakeholders and said okay we as an EHDI program have been challenged to do this.  We're expected over the next three years to reduce loss to follow up and documentation by 5% each year.  Okay?  Here's the expectation that we have and so here's the challenge to you.  So here's an example of a challenge that we posed to Memphis, okay, so we took their loss to follow‑up documentation data and we said okay, group, are you up to it?  Can you all work together to deal plans addressing the ‑‑ develop some plans addressing the areas of need in a way that you can reduce loss to follow‑up, loss to documentation numbers by 5% for the next 3 years?  So we gave them some very real numbers to wrap their ahead around.  Okay.  How do we keep the momentum going after those face‑to‑face meetings?  As I mentioned, our team was critical.  Not only did they show up at the meetings the face‑to‑face meetings the core team and participate in the follow‑up calls but we also led each of the breakout session breakout sessions and so in doing we kind of found a system and it was a very casually approached system but it was a system of continuing that communication with some of those key partners or the key contacts for the PDSA work plans, so if I was facilitating a breakout session for a given group, over the course of time between the face‑to‑face meeting and the teleconference meeting and we did those every three months after the face‑to‑face meeting I would send out emails to reach out and say how's it going to?  Can I support you in any way?  Do you have any questions?  Okay.  So each of us did that during those in‑between periods.  What about those regional quarterly teleconference signals okay.  I really felt like that was one way that we are able to keep the momentum going after everybody met face‑to‑face, they were facilitated by one of us.  The first goals of the calls was this and we always shared this when we were announcing the date and the time of the calls is to say, okay, those involved in the PDSA work plans we expect you to report progress or we expect you to report the final outcome, whatever it might be during those calls and in the second goal of the call we wanted to make sure everybody on the call got a chance to share any EHDI‑specific updates for that region, okay?  So it kept them talking with one another and it kept them sharing information on, say, maybe a new workshop that was being offered in this region, whatever it might be, we even had some groups would come together after the PDSA updates had been shared and they would brainstorm about a particular be on obstacle that had been encountered in their region so it kept people talk, the calls were an hour in length and we kept them short and respected the time of the people participating, so we usually scheduled them at lunch, okay?  But we did make sure at the face‑to‑face meeting that the first call time was agreed upon by just about everybody in the room.  We make sure we were very sense I have to that and that it not be on our time line and our agenda, but it be on theirs.  Okay?
And that we did have notes that would be shared after the meeting and it was shared with not just the people who were attending the meeting, but the people from that region who we expected would either be at the meeting and for some reason they weren't or they were kind of on our regional listserv for that area.  And then we always welcomed new caller's.  So if somebody didn't attend the face‑to‑face meeting they were certainly welcome to join in, so that they could be a part of those discussions.
Okay.  What were some of the themes emerged from work plans and their were very clear themes.  Okay?  One was on improving the documentation of trends and outcomes within programs delivering service some providers simply needed to learn what story their data told.  Okay?  Another theme was improving networking among participants we had people that were meeting face‑to‑face for the first time.  The other is improved reporting we had people come into the meeting and once they began hearing some of the data, they would say well, I thought our numbers looked like this and they would turn to Jacque and show would say no, here's what we've got down for you.  And so we had some plans about improving reporting.  Obviously, some of the plans were directly targeting throws follow up and documentation.  Okay?  But we let people think out of the box, if they had a plan that had to do with some element of improving EHDI service delivery we were all for it, okay?
And others it was very clear, very quickly in the meeting that there was some training needed to occur and so there were some work plans developed around that as well.
Okay.  We had 28 work plans created in 2014 and here's just an idea we had 43% were completed by the end of 2014, 25% were still in progress, okay?  11% abandoned and 21% we had no report on.  So we did have a number of work plans were created and some of the partners just weren't able to fulfill those commitments, that happens.  We did have some that they were abandoned but it doesn't mean that the outcome we didn't learn something from, okay?  They were abandoned because maybe there was a permission that needed to be granted that was never given.  Okay?  Now the no‑progress ones, some people who have been in kind of that"Q training, you have got to do something on a short timeframe, don't make your test too big or don't push out your deliberate of completion too far well why in at the end of 2014 would you have some in progress?  Well, we tweaked some of the plans along the way people learned how to really write goals for their plans better and make them more realistic or more logical or more practical so we had some tweaking that went on well, that kind of push that plan out a little bit, okay specific in we had some that were simply too big, okay and so coordinating that plan took time and they're still in progress.  I was pretty believed however with 43% of them complete.
Okay.  So I'm going to turn the floor over to my partners and we're going to share a few outcomes of some of these plans and so Jacque I think you're up first.
>> JACQUE CUNDALL:  You know, we had part pants from hospitals and audiology ‑‑ hospital‑based audiologists, the hospital hearing screener, early intervention parents, schools for the deaf and just such a ‑‑ mid wives, a variety of partners but the focus one focus that I'm going to share is the largest hospital that we have or one of the larger hospitals we have in the Memphis area was a hospital that had the highest throws follow‑up rate and there's lots of different reasons for it, there's not just one, and we decided to start with one item, and that was to make an appointment with the partnering audiologist, partnering audiology group before the baby left the hospital they hasn't been doing before they had been giving that responsibility to the parent, and in theory to the PCP and it won't working.  And as we talked about many of these babies don't have an identified PCP prior to them going home so my follow‑up letters to a PCP don't help.  And so the partnering with the audiology group to make an appointment before they go home and they started with five from the well‑baby nursery just to start with five babies to work on a system about getting the ‑‑ is that better ‑‑ seeing how the system would work and they had to work ahead of time to figure out how they were going to communicate back and forth, how were they going to make the referrals it was going to be a phone call it was going to be a fax?  They identified a particular day, so there were all the background things that needed to happen to even do the first stage.  And then after that happened and all those babies that they did make an appointment for did show, they expanded it to do all the babies within two weeks that referred and then they expanded that to all the well babies and in the meantime did a little bit of tweaking of how they did the reporting and the follow up and then they moved to also to the NICU group, so that was just one aspect.
And initially, the very intense follow‑up did reduce the throws follow up but there were other things going on, one of the other things we had done simultaneously was partnering with two UT Knoxville audiology students, they were in Knoxville but they were calling the Memphis families to help with follow‑up and to get them back in.  And all of those things made an impact.  Initially though, I mean, initially, it dropped and then it started crawling back up again.  So we worked on identifying a couple other things do also, and I think that's what we found is there's not just one quick fix and even when you tweak it and tweak it, you still need come at it from a lot of different angles, so it's still in progress but we showed a lot of buy‑in and participation and that was the most important thing that happened.
>> And this chart just really summarizes the loss to follow up for this hospital, hospital M, and we're blessed to be able to track it per hospital and you can see that the height of the follow ‑‑ the loss to follow‑up percentage occurred in the third and fourth quarter of 2013.  But once some of these PDSA work plans kicked in, what we saw was a reduction in the loss to follow‑up numbers for that hospital, so in it 014, quarter 1 ran 2, we're looking at ‑‑ quarter 1 and 2 we're looking at 32% whereas in quarter 3 and 4 in 2013 it was 48% and quarter 3 and 4 for 2014 it was 33% so we were seeing for that specific hospital that the work plan and the changed strategies, it wasn't just one, really had a positive impact.
I want to talk a little bit about a second example this was a plan that had come out of our Knoxville meeting and a particular hospital to get a little background this hospital had recently experienced an equipment breakdown really right before that regional meeting, and there had not been any communication to our program.  We got wind of it from a community audiologist that said a mom came in and said their equipment broken, okay?  So that's how we learned about it.  So therein lies a problem, right and then this hospital also, they're kind of protocol was their families were instructed to discuss the missed screening with their PCP, that was their plan, that was what their parents were told to do.  Off another little side note is they are nurse managed this is a nurse managed program, newborn screening program they didn't have a connection a local pediatric audiologist coincidently however this private practice, BW private practice had recently expanded their pediatric services to the community where this hospital was located, so how convenient was that?  Right?  Satisfy so we had some evidence pointing to our need.  Their missed screens in May were 76% of the screens they missed, okay?  And again, we didn't have knowledge of that up front because they did not communicate with the EHDI program that their equipment had gone down.  The other thing, too, is they didn't have a nice plan in place for their families who were not getting those screens and their average refer rate just as a an audiology group side as well but it was very significant from January to April was 16% we're shooting for more around 4% and I knew something was up and I'll give you a chart show you how it really spiked when the equipment broke down but something else was going on before that because it was already on the increase.
So what were our opportunities?  Well guess what, during the regional meeting this audiologist practice was there they were very interested in supporting hospital L and when we reached out to the nurse manager at hospital L they welcomed the training and they said absolutely we would love to partner with this audiologist group and receive some training and also to provide or to partner with this audiology group to receive technical support when they have a problem, okay?  That's key.  And also have a point of contact for referrals they didn't have one.  Okay?  So what were the change strategies?  This was a pretty complex work plan, okay, Amanda Norton would probably not like this one, it had a few too many levels to it, okay?  But this is the plan they came up with and we supported it entirely and guess what?  We're putting it up today for a reason it was a very successful outcome.  So we ‑‑ the audiology group decided they were going to connect a newborn hearing screening training with the hospital staff, and they went the next mile on this they purchased a DVD player so that the hands and voices lost and found video could be found for the families who referred they had recently been part of the initiative that Lisa Kovax had reached out to our state to be a part of the DVD itself and sharing that with a number of the standard stakeholders and they said let's just take to the next step and give this hospital the opportunity to show this DVD to all of the families that refer and the other thing the agreement was is that this hospital, the physicians within the hospital would referral the babies that referred to this audiology group for their appointment for the rescreen appointment so they were fast tracked, okay, they why given that appointment before they left.
This was not ground breaking strategies for us, we kind of knew these strategies would work, because the niche Q experience had told us these strategies were going to work, okay?  And so this was a survey that the participants in the screening training gave back and what we found that relates to this refer rate problem, okay, is that the participants really didn't realize they had to wait 24 hours before they did the initial screen, they weren't, they were doing a much earlier than that, and that they also weren't waiting another 12 hours before they did a rescreen, they also said they were going to begin implementing that ‑‑ the DVD, the use of that and that they were going to schedule appointments for an outpatient rescreen so what this told us is that training needed to happen, right?  Because these nurses were now saying these ‑‑ we had an aha moment, these things that we're going to implement now that we didn't even know we needed to do before the training.
So take a look at this run chart, you can see it's a refer rate for this hospital over a span of a year's time you can see that between January and April, they were really on the increase with their refer rate.  And the yellow star indicates the equipment malfunction and the orange star is when the training occurred it was a summertime training over a couple of days so you can see after they got their equipment fixed, there was a decrease, okay, in their refer rate as we would expect, and it was not nearly as high as the average of those first few months but we still had some concerns, because they had had some new staff and again we kind of knew that there were things going on that we felt like needed to be addressed.  So what you can see is there's a really nice trend after the training of a relatively low screening refer rate, okay, it's not quite as low as our state average, but then one thing I want to point out is the green star.  Guess what?  They had another equipment malfunction, okay?  It occurred in November.  But look at the difference between the missed screens with the equipment malfunction in May and the missed screens in November.  Now this shows you that the work plan, it had a real positive effect, okay?  In May, the number of missed screens was 76%, but in November, it was only 10%.  They still had broken equipment, but they had a course of took take when their equipment broke, one is they called us immediately, that afternoon, we got the call, so they got back up and running really quick.  But the other thing is they had this audiology group to referral of their babies to now, okay, so they didn't having as many missed screens recorded for those months when they had the equipment breakdown or that month when they had that second equipment breakdown so wahoo!
Okay.  Now, this is another plan we want to share with you guys.  Claudia?
>> CLAUDIA WEBER:  This is about E strong O through our district offices a few years ago, when we had money, the ARRA money, did anybody else get ARRA money?  It's gone.  We bought OAE screeners for all of our part C districts in Tennessee and we provided training, thank you Julie, for all those districts as far as ‑‑ it's kind of unique I don't know a lot of states that have OAE screeners in their part C office but we took advantage of that money.  And we decided that there was a gap in our information about those babies who were screened through TIEIS and had also been referred from their newborn screening and but were not eligible for TEIS, Tennessee's early intervention system, sorry so those baby that were not eligible for part C we wondered about even though a part C service coordinator might recommend follow‑up screening, we just didn't track in or know that, so we developed a plan just to select a small number of babies in a certain district or two and find out, you know, by me calling back to the family did you take your baby back and in most cases, do you have a number or ‑‑ there's a number.  What's the number?  Oh okay.  Most case these had actually gone or had an appointment pending for that next step.  And we were really proud of that because as Julie said from the beginning, you have a notion of something that you're missing like ‑‑ or an idea of what you want to work on and then you share it with other people that have common questions and come up with a small plan, not a big statewide plan but some one district with the next ten babies to find out if they did get follow‑up and what we're doing now is we're going to spread that statewide for to all of our districts and have a reporting.
The other thing we tried to do in our planning in our strategic visits is that not put work on top of people that are already totally overworked but to make their work that they already have to do easier and simpler, I'm going to off the board here but I remember when Vanderbilt University, their Bilt Wilderson center decided to get a fax machine dedicated to the number that we have in our office it was a simple thing they had an extra fax machine but they decided to dedicate it so that the audiologists would just have one none go to with one number to fax one standard form to, to the early intervention system, to, you know, sometimes these discussions just were so simple, and yet it produced a good amount of change.
And now everybody knows how to make ham, bean and potato soup!  So that was good!  So is that good?  Okay.  Anybody have any questions along the way?  Are you okay out there following along with this regional planning business?
>> Well, another thing I've got say is this stuff just grows and it snow balls and so now in part C, in partnership with Jill Rigsby, they're using everything that Claudia learned what we found in the last year to kind of tweak their QI approach, they're using this OAE non‑eligible follow‑up as kind of the model so I couldn't be more tickled to share that, that's great!
>> I will.  I'm going to share another work plan that was developed in Memphis.  The part C service coordinator manager was in that meeting as were serve all other early intervention providers there, and they came up at first during that first meeting with a plan where they were going to work on teaming because a lot of players didn't know one another the coordinators didn't know all these players but in the meantime one of the key players that was going to come and work on this teaming process fell out of the system because she changed jobs.  And so therefore, that one was ‑‑ you know, we got rid of that work plan but the neat thing is, is that the service coordinator manager on the next three‑month call was so enthusiastic that she said I think Julie mentioned is there anything else that you think you'd like to work on through the part C piece of the EHDI system and she said yeah, I really would like to do eye case review of like five children, you know, keep it small and see what was going on with those children related to hearing care, those kids that have identified hearing losses, look at the flow of services, was it going well from identification from screening all the way into the early enter essential system and the main goal ‑‑ early intervention system and the main goal was just looking at be on that schedules to timely care so the first sample that she tried of those five, the only common denominator was that they were part C eligible and in the program, and they had hearing loss.  One particular baby outside of those five ended up with a very extensive delay in confirmation of hearing loss and by the way, it did turn out to be just parent related but she didn't know that until she decided to put a survey together with our team, and looked at five question that she was on going to go back and talk to that one mom about, and she did so, and we're going to see this in just a second and you can go ahead and do that one to the next one and anyways these were the five questions related to this and I'm going to talk about it but she also did it with the other four families she decided she just didn't want to get that information from the one baby's chart but also going into all the other four other parents.  So what she was looking at as you can see was did the screener tell or someone in the hotel ‑‑ tell the family about the discharge, you can see it's a good outcome 4 out of 5, hopefully that can be 5 out of 5 but we found that out and did they have an appointment for that outpatient rescreen before they left, 4 out of 5 did.  And did they understand instructions about next steps in their hearing care and yes, 4 out of 5 did as well.  And then did the service coordinator with part C, did she discuss hearing‑related care and in out of 5 did as well.  As you see the one component that really shows loud and clear something we need to work on 0 out of 5 reported that their child's pediatrician discussed the plans for follow up for that rescreen, and so there was no discussion about hearing issues related to that first rescreen in the hospital and whether the child has a rescreen, screened in the hospital, rescreened, sorry, so anyways the exciting thing is that she took this upon herself and we came away with some really helpful information on what we needed to do to improve and when we had our second meeting which Julie is going to talk about second annual meeting in January, that was one of the things that the group as a whole, not just the part C system but the whole, the audiologists, and everyone decided to work on as a team, to look at how can we get to pediatricians and help them know we need them to be very engaged in that piece.
>> JULIE BEELER:  Thank you all, so those were some of the competed plans we had some road black plans.  This was a plan it was developed early on in the year 2014 one of our first meetings we had audiologist all justs and this whole idea of teaming and we even talked in our stakeholder meeting this morning about work out of silos get out of your silo and work together, okay something in these were audiologists from Memphis and they agree that there's plenty of babies to go around, so they were going team and go to medical practices that we had some evidence telling us that these medical practices might not be making the best recommendations to the kid that are coming in to the exam room.  One was from an university clinic and the other was from a local oral school, these two ladies agreed to go out and speak on our behalf to share EHDI missions and goals, okay?  And concerns, too.  But our evidence was real, okay, both of these audiologists had had experiences with particular practices that pointed us to this area of need as well as the students who were making some phone follow‑up equals these families had a family or two from the same practices saying that an unilateral refer that a physician from a given group had seen yeah, you don't need to worry about going for that rescreen, okay, so we had some actual evidence, those were ‑‑ those pieces were brought up in that stakeholder meeting, and these ladies addressed it, they came up with a really great work plan that addressed those problems.
It sounds like it's not going to be a road black plan, right, it sounds like it's going to pretty smoothly, okay?  Now what they're ‑‑ their strategy was they were going to go and do face to face time give the elevator speech it was going to be quick to that given practice to a medical representative or the group as a whole and then we are going to follow it up with a letter actually that was authored by Dr. Gaylord and myself from the Tennessee AAP chapter champion to give it a little bit of extra punch, well, here were the occurs the audiologists discovered that coordinating those visits were really challenging it wasn't really their schedule that was challenging it was getting their foot in the door that was the challenge, okay?  They only completed one visit.  Okay?  The letter was created and we can now use that letter and indicator it to our needs as we're ‑‑ and cater that to our needs that was a positive outcome but here's the deal these audiologists have a real continued desire to partner and reach out to physicians so here's what happened.  You get the idea from road blocks and you get the idea from obstacles and you take it to the next step and you think well it didn't work this way but how can we do it where it is effective and it does work so in 20 have we talked about the road box that we encountered in this group so we're having our second face‑to‑face meeting in January now, our second meeting these road blocks were discussed they didn't shy away from adding the pediatricians because now we had more evidence from that survey saying that in a random sample of families across Memphis, 0 out of 5 pediatricians spoke to their kids or the families of those kids about hearing‑related care, 0 out of 5 so we even had more all Mu anything, okay, so what's really ‑‑ all Mu anything, so what's really cool is we had three work plans come out of our January 20015 meeting that focused on how are we getting this EHDI message to physicians in the community.  Okay?  They took different approaches.  They weren't trying to do the same thing and beating their head up against a wall they were taking different approaches so two work plans were part C initiated, they were not audiologist initiated the part C people in the room they got ‑‑ they got upset, oh, they got that data and they like okay we need to develop another strategy to get this message out to physicians.  Okay?  Really, really proactive.  One was audiologist initiated, so we've got some updates we want wait to hear how these work plans play out.
So we look forward to a bright future.  We really think that the regional approach is the way to go in order to really, really effectively partner with your stakeholders, okay?  As we mentioned we've had meetings in 20 satisfy already in Memphis and Jackson, we'll have subsequent meetings with other regions coming up.  What we have found so far is we've had a smaller number of participants, okay, mostly second‑timers but that's okay they were equally productive meetings in different ways the people that were in the room were ready to work in a completely different way we didn't have to teach them how to do PDSA work plans they already knew how to do it.  Okay?  These were really focused meetings.  And so they were thinking more about how do we spread this now, the ones that worked like the OAE, non‑eligible follow‑up ones they're thinking how can we get this spread?  How can we implement it on a bigger scale?  So they took the ones, thank you, they took the ones that were being shared from other parts of the state and they said let's replicate that or let's expand upon that.
Okay.  Yes Jacque made a note here thought shot it would be important to mention how it was that we decided to do the breakout groups, oh, early when we had our meetings in 2014, we thought we would break people up by discipline, okay, and if somebody wanted to go that was an audiologist wanted to go join a hospital meeting they could, if they wanted to create a partnership, but then the way that we decided to land on our breakout sessions was to breakout according to an area of need, and so usually in the meeting there were three o four real big areas of need that were kind of highlighted, earlier in that day, and then we said okay, anybody that wants to go and address this outreach to physicians, you go in that corner of the room van your breakout session.  So we broke out differently as we learned ourselves how to do it better okay and I think that was one reason why our later breakout sessions were really really focused too so thanks for sharing that if we did have to remind participants about a few things we all learned lessons make the first plan very small, okay, subsequent plans can be larger give yourself time to achieve those plans.  If permissions have to be granted or there's some networking and teaming involved it's going to take longer, okay?  Consider when you're writing a plan only incorporating one or two partners don't put five or six people that you're wanting to partner with and achieve a goal, okay, not yet it's too big, okay?  And do device simple ways to measure outcomes.
Okay.  Some of the lessons learned I think we've already stated some of those ‑‑ I think we've already stated some of those but I think one of the big ones is that road blocks can lead to unforeseen opportunities and creative conclusions but we teal like that again as mentioned having those consistent core team leaders is essential, and then having them partner with those work plan leaders consistently throughout the year so that updates could be provided and outcomes could be achieved we think that was essential as well.  We do think that QI strategies can be taught in a day I think we've proven that, okay?  Kudos to niche quality assessment what they do is great, issue that working with a different group of people and their goals are slightly different but if you have regional stakeholder meetings you can teach QI in a day and have them develop very, very effective PDSA work plans in one day it's doable.  Here's a little bit of feedback we got from an audiologist that attended a meeting and she ‑‑ I'm not going to read the entire thing but one thing that she felt was beneficial was she was finally able to put faces with names okay by attending the regional meeting and the other thing is she felt like that her whole team of audiologists came but that the regional meetings allowed them to feel more connected to what our goals were as a state system.  She felt more connected to that.  She was engaged with our program better.  And the over thank she really liked about the telephone conferences, the subsequent telephone conferences was that it really did allow for the providers to share their successes.  Okay?  Not just go okay, I'm doing great work but be able to share that or give other people ideas about how they could succeed based on something that she had experienced.  I do have to take a moment to thank all of our hosts locations, they are one of the reasons we were able to do this at very little cost, we did get in‑kind support also from our part C program and the department of health, obviously.  And technical part from Amanda Norton, appreciate all of her help along the way and I would be remiss if I did not mention two people that are in the room, our epidemiologist, Yin and May Li, both of you have been involved in what we do, not just in the regional meetings but today and here on we have a really great poster that Yin and May have put together if you want to look at it, that describes that it's out in the hallway for you.  Thank you.
[Applause]
>> JULIE BEELER:  If anybody has any questions we'll be hanging out up here at the end.
[Recess] 
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  I was fortunately lucky to be hired by the Wisconsin state lab of hygiene to work with the Wisconsin department of health services as the coordinator for all three newborn hearing ‑‑ newborn screenings hearing and heart screening for families that were choosing out of hospital delivery.  And I had been telling my colleagues a lot of my opinions about prenatal education and newborn screening because most midwifes introduce newborn screening at least one and usually two visits during the course of prenatal occasion and we believe in informed consent and we know what families ‑‑ we want families to know that tests their babies are going to get and we defend the right of families to decline, we find very low decline rates when parents have prenatal education to make the chase to get newborn screening for children so I've been telling my colleagues what a great job we did and how important this was and I think they got a lot tired of hearing me talk about it and they wanted me to prove that this was the case but I was also curious did the great education of.  Wives we thought we were doing, was that translating were parents really feeling they got good education?  So I was fortunate, I was fortunate in that there already existed prenatal practice that weren't doing education on prenatal screening, of prenatal education on newborn screening as well as practices like midwifery practice that were already doing screening, so luckily, my EHDI coordinator also thought it was a good idea and we designed a survey, a very brief survey to ask parents kind of their experiences with education on newborn screening and their experiences with getting the results of newborn screening.  And it was a short questionnaire, we initially thought we would do to it on an iPad in some settings but the first setting we went to wasn't interested in that, so we dropped that idea.  So we did a paper form, and we went first Madison women himself health clinic, so it's a busy urban practice in Madison, they have 7 female OB, two female nurse practitioners they do about '340 deliveries a must prove and they do not do any routine education on newborn screening so we asked them give this survey at the six week postpartum visit for this group of families that hasn't received any specific education on newborn screening.  We also went to in the beginning midwifery service, this is a completely out of hospital midwifery service, three licensed midwifes and it's a mixed rural home‑braced practice they have a fairly good sized city near them and a big rural area and they have both plain families and college professors, so really mixed group of families, using their services they do about 60 deliveries a year and they do education on newborn screening at least one prenatal visit.
And the third place we chose was the Lafarge medical clinic it's an interesting clinic primarily services plain families Amish and men night families and they have a little birthing clinic so this is a little tiny rural clinic that has two room also where Amish and men know night come and have their babies this have family practice doctors and a few families that choose hospital delivery with the MD, only mid wives deliver in the ‑‑ midwife and MDs deliver in the little birth clinic but MDs are the amount ones that do the hospital deliveries.  They have a busy practice, they do at least 80 deliveries per year and they typically were doing some education on newborn screening, however, sometimes the physician see also the patient, sometimes the midwife and they don't have a real standardized way of doing education on newborn screening.
So we used the same survey in all three settings, it was given to the family at the postpartum visit, it was done in different ways, in some cases the midwife actually gave at a visit in the Madison women's clinic it was given in the waiting room and in the beginning, midwifery service it was actually mailed out 230 to families out of postpartum visit, so that varied a little and it looked at the families understanding of the result of black, hearing and heart screening and determined their satisfaction with the information they got.
So here's kind of what we saw, Madison women's clinic gave out 41 surveys 38 people completed them, in the beginning it was 21 given, 16 and the Lefarge clinic we're actually still in the process, they've given four out and had all four returned but they are still completing and returning surveys, so our total number right now is 58.  And this is the respondents who knew about newborn screening before the test.  So if we look at hearing screening, a lot of people, almost 90%, blood screening the same, heart screening was less but it's the new screening, Wisconsin was only maybe dated in July and we've been doing it fairly routinely for three years we weren't surprised by that.  Not many people said no on hearing or blood higher on the CCHD, against we weren't surprised.  
Thank you okay.  And I'm sure again, the least likely for families to be unsure if they had known about, it blood and heart a little bit more.  But then we looked at where people said no or were unsure, and this is where I got to be right and I love to be right, so in the beginning, in the Madison women's children luck with they weren't receiving routine education on prenatal screening had by far the largest number of people that did not get screening or were unsure ‑‑ did not get information or were unsure if they got information?
A.   In the beginning a little bit higher, again, the heart screening and the newer screening, Lafrage screenings, they weren't doing great, nobody hasn't heard about them.  Then we looked at where people learned about their newborn education about newborn screening, so we saw the media, small family, small doctor, midwife, larger, pediatrician, at the hospital, unsure and other again.  So we wanted to know more about the doctor and midwife category by site sight and once again this is where I got to be right, the Madison women's health very few people were getting any prenatal education from their provider.  In the beginning, doing a really good job and Lefarge clinic they keep getting the highest score on everything.  So then we looked at where did they learn their newborn screening results, because if they're getting education, great, but what good does do, why is this important and beneficial?  So we wanted to know where we'll got their results, and so we looked ‑‑ there was a few people that did not get any, some got provider call, provider visit, pediatrician low, at the time of screening and so for hearing screening, great news again, it looks like almost everybody's getting their hearing screening results at the point of care, when it's done, heart screening, again, less but a newer screening and so we weren't as to surprised about that.
And then we looked by site at where people were getting their results and so once again, we saw that in the midwifery practices, the beam getting their results from ‑‑ the people were getting their results from the provider in the Madison women's health much less.  And then we looked at people who were satisfied with the education they had got on newborn screening and it was really fairly high overall and really good news on hearing screening, the highest of all.  We looked at ‑‑ didn't destiny screening and weren't very satisfied and so then we wanted to look a little more by site at where people ‑‑ the people that didn't get any or said no, which sites were those at.  And only Madison women's health said no, they weren't satisfied and only Madison women's health said they didn't receive any results.  And so ‑‑ or any education, sorry.
Soon once again, we are really delighted to see that prenatal education makes a big difference.  And so the emerging trends that we saw that families receiving prenatal education on newborn screening are more likely to be satisfied with the information they received and are more likely to be aware of their newborn screening results.  We is that true most families are receiving information and results for hearing and heart screening at the time that the tests are performed, so that's great news.  We saw that families receiving prenatal care in an OB/GYN are less likely to get prenatal screening from their healthcare provider and families delivering out of the hospital settings are unlikely to get information on newborn screening from media source to see that surprised under the circumstances, not so of with Lefarge clinic because it primarily serves Amish and Mennonite families but we were surprised to see in the mixed home birth practice, the families weren't getting it so I'm curious about that, I'm wondering if it's because they're getting a lot of information from the provider that they aren't as aware of media information or they're looking at different sources.
The next steps, we're very excited that Madison women's healthcare clinic is going to go on to another phase.  Now, the providers at two different visits are going to provide education on newborn screening, so we had gone in suggesting 28 weeks but they actually said well, 24 would work great in our clinic because the moms are getting their glucose screening they're in the clinic for hour this would be a perfect time acknowledge they meet with the nurse practitioner during that hour to talk about lots of different things and so the us in practitioner took that on, so at 28 weeks she's going to sit down with them, talk to them about each screening and provide the state brochures.  At 36 weeks they will get a reminder, we left that up to them whether it's the MD or the MA that's rooming them that will just remind them about the newborn screening, ask them if they had time to think about it, if they have any questions and then we did a little pamphlet that once again reviews it in a much shorter summarized version of three screenings and then provides a little space that they could write each screening on, enter their results and that's beginning given again at 36 weeks and then that whole group of patients at their 6‑week postpartum where receive the same survey again and so we're going to have a really nice way to look at did prenatal education in this specific group make a difference.
And so they did ‑‑ they just had their first visit 6‑week visit for somebody in the group, the post‑education group so this will be over the next two or three newspaper we'll be getting those in and looking at those, so we're really excited about that!
And does anybody have questions about our project?  We also looked at another piece that we didn't put in this slide because it was a little more complicated, but we also looked at what they knew about each screening, so there were five to eight things they could check off specific to each screening about what thing these knew.  And so that was really interesting in looking at that's because although the midwifes are doing a wonderful job on educating families about screening and they're all getting their results or nearly all, it wasn't as robust as I expected about what they knew about screenings.  They knew less specific things about the screenings than I expected.  So that's an interesting thing we can take back to the midwifes to say well, you're doing a great job, they know about it, but heres what they didn't know about screening.  So any other questions or thoughts or any ‑‑ are there people here who are prenatal care providers?  So that's my big wish, I wish that we had prenatal care providers here because I think that we really, we have to start there, we have to start educating families about newborn screening long before the screenings are done.
>> (Off mic.) that's a great question, I do a training all new midwife if they want to participate so we actually have a hearing screening program in which there's loaner equipment and so if you want to participate in that when you become licensed in Wisconsin, you have to attend my training.  But we also offer it as a yearly refresher, and so almost all the midwifes in Wisconsin have gone through this training it's an all‑day long training so the heads of our programs talked first about each screening and then we did a hands‑on for the afternoon.  So that's worked well.  Both our midwifery programs in the state also include education on newborn screening, so I guess, you know, that's a great question, and it probably should be in the training programs.
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  There suspect a specific script.  As far as I know all of us have a checklist that families have to have been educated on and opt in or out of for all kinds of things like vitamin K and eye ointment and all the newborn screenings but each practice does it in their own specific way.
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  Oh, that's an interesting idea.  Because they see people prenatally?  That's a good idea.  No.  And I can tell you what I did for education in my practice, so I provided all my families at intake with a list of all the things for prenatal, mom and most of the partum for baby all ‑‑ postpartum for baby all of what ACOG recommends basically and in supposed a little summary of each one and then I gave information good what were requirements for my practice and then had yes or no check boxes so I just gave that to hem them at intake at 28 weeks we reviewed all of those choices and at 36 weeks we would review again, so we would go over the list at 36 weeks going at 28 weeks you chose all of these things just want to check in with you and make sure these are all your choices and at the postpartum visit we would review the test again before we did it.
You any other questions or idea?  I thoughts getting the residents in The School training programs is really good, any other idea about how to engage prenatal care providers on doing education on newborn screening?
And do all of you feel like that it's an important thing do?  And what benefit do you ‑‑ would you see?
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  And we know that postpartum is not a good time to educate people, they're overwhelmed, they're getting to know their baby they're trying to learn breast feeding and it's not a good time for education so I think parents were often overwhelmed bio, you did this test and what was that for.  And I think that's important, but I think when it has the most dramatic impact is when parents get called or told you need to go back to have your newborn's rearing retested or there's something wrong on your baby's blood screen and by now they may not even quite remember that this test was done, what the results were and now they're being told there's maybe a problem, and they really feel shellshocked so I think that if we engage parents early as partners in saying here's these important tests here's why we want to do them they're not surprised when the test is done and then if they need retesting or if they go on to have a diagnosed confirm hearing loss, they were partners all the way along, they opted into this test, they understood the importance of it, and hopefully it will mean they'll really understand the importance of follow up and we do find that in the out of hospital population when a baby needs go on to follow‑up if they're not Amish, a whole other subject if they are Amish, but if they're not Amish we don't find of loss to follow up at all, the families go on to that next test and we've had some diagnosis of hearing loss in out of hospital and interestingly, midwifes do, we do really protect families rights to decline things because we want families as our partners and we believe these tests are good, but we also believe families have a right to make choices and we don't want to push them into a test that they don't want because that has the same kind of consequences if say there's a false positive test and they go to an audiologist and have a big boy and baby can hear and we've pushed them into that initial I can't tell test we've going to influence problems there, too.
But we do find that parents really once they're engaged as partners, they're working with us.  Any ‑‑ any other questions or observations?
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  Yeah, I think parents should be ‑‑ yeah, parents should be making informed choices and then they don't feel blindsided, they're engaged in the process.  But yeah, I think the WIC clinics that was a good suggestion and does anybody else have other ideas besides provider, providers it's a hard sell to protein care providers they feel like they already a lot to do ‑‑ prenatal care providers, they don't feel like it's their job.
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  And we just ‑‑ I just started that conversation in Wisconsin and I don't know if anybody really agrees.
>> (Off mic.)
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  What?  I would love see it, I don't know if everybody agrees with me on this, I think it would be an easier sell to providers if we're asking them to give one brochure and if we're all really reinforcing that this is one program your baby gets through important tests through this one newborn screening program and then if we add things later on, we ‑‑ it's not a whole other new thing it's just part of the newborn screening program.
Any other questions or ideas or suggestions?  Well, I guess you're lucky I'm done early, that's unusual.  Usually I go way over! 
[Applause]
>> GRETCHEN SPICER:  Thank you all for coming!  
